We Are Back!

Yes at last, TWN is back, now as a monthly bulletin for genuine White Nationalists in the UK. I have been given permission, as well as email passwords, and will be sending your favourite independent White Nationalist email publication, albeit now monthly instead of weekly.

As always this will be sent to you in pdf form, which makes it easy to print out, and distribute to comrades, who for one reason or another are not receiving it. I hear that some folk have been printing and collecting every issue, that is why I have continued with the next issue number as would have been included before.

TWN will continue to support the National Front, and promote the party in any way possible, but other kindred organisations will be mentioned, if and when they do something that is of benefit to our cause and our beliefs as White Nationalists.

National Front 2016 Annual General Meeting

On October 1st, 50 delegates from all over the country attended the 49th Annual General Meeting of the National Front.

Chaired by Chris Jackson the attendees heard Regional Reports from Tony Martin (London Region), Chris Jackson (North West Region), Adam Lloyd (Wales NF), and Dave McDonald for Scotland.
These were followed by Department Reports from Nick Walsh- Treasurers Report and Eddy Morrison- Propaganda Department.

After a short break the delegates heard really good speeches from Richard Edmonds (Candidate in forthcoming Batley and Spen by-election); Dave McDonald in his role as Chairman and finally a heartfelt and well received speech from Kevin Bryan who also was awarded the Albert Mariner Shield.

![Kevin Bryan Receiving the Albert Mariner Shield](image)

A healthy collection and a great buffet and social made for a very constructive and positive day.

![Kevin Layzell, London Region](image)

---

**National Front 50th Anniversary Rally**

On Saturday February 2017 the National Front will be holding a rally to celebrate its 50th Anniversary since its foundation on the 14th February 1967.

This meeting will be open to ALL genuine White Nationalists in the spirit of British Nationalist Unity.

The meeting will be held in the North of England - more details nearer the time.
Press statement of Richard Edmonds, the National Front candidate for the Batley and Spen Parliamentary by-election, polling day 20th. October 2016:

Richard Edmonds is a retired engineer who graduated with a First Class Honours degree in Electronic Engineering.

He has seen our once proud and law-abiding cities turned into riot-ravaged crime zones. Social alienation and mass-immigration are transforming our towns and cities into a non-British Tower of Babel where it has now become almost impossible for young person’s to find affordable homes of their own.

Yes, Richard agrees, it is good and nice to help others, but when the situation is reached where Mohamed is now the top name for baby-boys across the whole of England and Wales, and where one quarter of all the births in this country are to mothers themselves born overseas, then it is time and it is legitimate to put the interests of our people first. It is time for a British voice to speak up loud and clear: Put the British people First.

That British voice is the voice of the National Front.

Contact details for Richard Edmonds:

E-mail: richardedmonds@primusbroadband.co.uk
Mobile phone: 079 36 410 617
National Front Remembrance Parade 2016

Join the National Front for our annual parade of Remembrance; Join us as we march proudly through our Capital City. We march to the Cenotaph to lay our wreaths; we then make our way to the embankment for a short rally.

Join us to remember the fallen and send out the message:

"No more Brothers Wars".

March with the Front on Sunday November 13th 2016!

The Annual National Front Remembrance Day Parade will be held on Remembrance Sunday, the 13th November 2016

Lest we forget: No more Brothers Wars!

- We meet up at Freemasons' Place London SW1, which is located directly opposite Victoria Railway Station, on the corner of Victoria Street.
- We form up at 11:15am, and march off at 11:45am promptly.
- We march to the Cenotaph at Whiteladies, where we will hold a non-political, non-denominational Christian service to Britain’s War Dead. Our service will include a Two Minutes’ Silence followed by a wreath laying.
- The parade will then march off, and will conclude with a patriotic rally.

National Front - We Will Remember Them!
Nationalist Unity or Racial Genocide- the choice is YOURS!

I am a founder member of the National Front, one of the few still active (my old Comrade, Andrew Brons was also a Founder member and is now the Chairman of the British Democratic Party).

I know of others, some ex-Union Movement such as Keith Thompson (League of St. George) and Colin Todd (Organiser of the Candour Organisation) to name but only two.

I would say there are probably hundreds of White Nationalists from my generation of the 60's and early 70's who in some way are still fighting the good fight.

A month or so back I attended the funeral of Keith 'Beefy' Taylor, tragically dying in his early fifties, and was both astounded and encouraged to see over sixty White Nationalists also paying their respects.

They came from many groups and no groups but they were unified for those few precious hours to say their farewells to a good and steady White Patriot, Beefy- also a long term member of the National Front.

One old Comrade asked me after the service 'Did we all waste our time Eddy?' My reply was this - NO we did not waste our time for we can say to our children and grandchildren that at least WE FOUGHT!

But reflecting back is it not a greater tragedy that it takes the death of a Comrade to give us total Nationalist Unity even for a few short hours? I am reminded of the old Norse saying:
"Cattle die and kinsman die and one day you and I shall die. All that will remain is the fame of a dead man's deeds"

So the fight goes on as it must. We have no real choice. It's either victory or racial death. For us; for our children and for generations yet unborn.

Looking at the fractured British Nationalist scene I see a number of groups who, if United soon can form the nucleus of what must become a mass movement.

As White Nationalists I recognise the NF; the BDP; England First; British Movement; National Action and the various 'Infidel' style groups spread throughout the country. and the Alternative Right Forums which are doing great work and some elements of what's left of the BNP.

I would also add the perhaps Liberty GB. I am not sure about them but from what I have read after patiently going over their Facebook Site, I see no reason to classify them as Civic Nationalists.

Two organisations I would NOT add are the pro-Zionist Britain First Party and the ludicrous New British Union which has stated it is not a racial Nationalist Party and indeed I am led to believe that it's prime member has condoned mixed race
Now you will be saying 'Hang on but...." about some of the groups I have listed. That is the wrong way of thinking about the desperate need for British Nationalist Unity. All old personality clashes, some dating back decades MUST come to an end for the greater good of the Cause itself.

I have to make a case for what a United Front should be- and I have to conclude it MUST be the National Front.

50 years ago this coming February, the NF was formed by disparate groups who patched up their differences and created the National Front.

I would argue then that there is no need for another name to be thrown into the barrel because the NF with its wide range of policies has something to offer all the varying shades of opinion across the British Nationalist Spectrum.

This is why we have seen so many others rise only to fall after a few years whilst the resilient NF soldiers on.

2017 is a watershed year for our Movement. It marks in February our 50th Anniversary. This will take the form of the biggest indoor rally we can mount and this is an open invite for all these groups mentioned to be welcomed by the Front.

On strategy and tactics there is always room for manoeuvre and I believe that the NF'S policy of elections coupled with constant Street activity is a winning formula.

The Trump phenomenon in the USA; Brexit and the rise of the Alt Right across Europe and America is growing so strong that we can really call it the first real challenge to the Globalist Tyrants such as the Jewish George Sorus and the evil of Hilary Clinton.

The victories of the Alt Right must be seen as a breakthrough against the Liberal Marxist Hegemony and behind the Alt Right there is us - the Racial Nationalists.

Let them open the door for such as we so that it gives us entry to go up against the World Enemy of old but this time with a real chance of victory.

Time is running out fast for our White Race so the choice is YOURS - Victory through Unity or White Racial Genocide.

Eddy Morrison

NF Directorate Member
NATIONAL FRONT Join or Renew Your Membership

If you don’t do something about the problems the British people face then who will? Become part of the resistance against the tyranny of the LIB-LAB-CON political parties and join our fight. Join the National Front!

From 1st January 2016 the following rates apply:

Membership of the National Front for 2016 is £10 for new members and existing members who pay late. Existing members pay £10 if paid between the 1st Oct 14 2015 to the 31st March 2016.

Membership runs from 1st January to 31st December

New members joining after 1st October will have the following year’s membership included

The National Front does not allow "dual membership" with other parties

Support the White Nationalist

How you can help! It’s easy, firstly its in pdf format, so you can print it off and pass it round.

Secondly ask as many white patriots as you know, if they would like to go on our FREE subscriber list.

Just send an email with “Subscribe” in the title to: editor@twn.one

TWN is a monthly independent ezine in support of the National Front.